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“I don’t believe you” vs “You’re lying” – Observations…
And every night the passion's there so it's gotta be right,
right? Pink lyrics are property and copyright of their owners.
"I Don't Believe You" lyrics provided for educational purposes
and personal use only.
Urban Dictionary: We don't believe you, you need more people
"I Don't Believe You" is a song by American recording artist
Pink. It was released as the sixth single from her fifth
studio album, Funhouse.
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Songtext von P!nk - I Don't Believe You Lyrics
Lyrics to 'I Don't Believe You' by P!nk. I don't mind it / I
don't mind at all / It's like you're the swing set / And I'm
the kid that falls / It's like the way.
I Don't Believe You - Joee - VAGALUME
I don't mind it. I don't mind at all. It's like you're the
swing set. And I'm the kid that falls. It's like the way we
fight. The times I've cried. We come too close.
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In my humble opinion, to be able to evoke those kinds of
emotions in each other shows that they both care so much but
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